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The mobility of O atoms at very low temperatures is not generally taken into account, de-
spite O diffusion would add to a series of processes leading to the observed rich molecular
diversity in space. We present a study of the mobility and reactivity of O atoms on an amor-
phous silicate surface. Our results are in the form of RAIRS and temperature-programmed
desorption spectra of O2 and O3 produced via two pathways: O + O and O2 + O, investi-
gated in a submonolayer regime and in the range of temperature between 6.5 and 30 K. All
the experiments show that ozone is formed efficiently on silicate at any surface tempera-
ture between 6.5 and 30 K. The derived upper limit for the activation barriers of O + O and
O2 + O reactions is ∼ 150 K/kb. Ozone formation at low temperatures indicates that fast
diffusion of O atoms is at play even at 6.5 K. Through a series of rate equations included
in our model, we also address the reaction mechanisms and show that neither the Eley
Rideal nor the Hot atom mechanisms alone can explain the experimental values. The rate
of diffusion of O atoms, based on modeling results, is much higher than the one generally
expected, and the diffusive process proceeds via the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism
enhanced by tunnelling. In fact, quantum effects turn out to be a key factor that cannot
be neglected in our simulations. Astrophysically, efficient O3 formation on interstellar
dust grains would imply the presence of huge reservoirs of oxygen atoms. Since O3 is a
reservoir of elementary oxygen, and also of OH via its hydrogenation, it could explain the
observed concomitance of CO2 and H2O in the ices.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The chemical processes taking place in interstellar clouds can be considered the origin of the
molecular diversity in the Universe. A wealth of infrared, millimeter- and microwave-wavelength
observations has provided evidence of rich molecular abundances within interstellar clouds. This
observational evidence for the general interstellar medium (ISM), however, cannot be met by the
known gas-phase reactions alone. That is why surface reactions are necessarily invoked for the
formation of a growing number of molecular species. Atoms and molecules from the gas phase
accrete and gather on the cold surfaces of interstellar dust grains, and eventually react after surface
diffusion. In fact, some of the most abundant molecules in the Universe (such as H2, H2O or CO2)
are formed on dust grains.1 Particularly, hydrogenation of interstellar ices is known to induce the
formation of species in the solid phase and, recently, O-atom additions as well were invoked for
processes leading to an even richer molecular diversity.1 Due to the supposed high abundance and
its certain reactivity, oxygen and its chemistry may then play a central role in astrochemistry.
Gas phase molecular oxygen has been detected2–4 in molecular clouds (ρ Ophiuchi A and
OMC-1) and astrochemical models of dark clouds predict that condensed oxygen is likely to be a
major component of apolar ices. Nevertheless, the key O2 molecule remains elusive in the ISM,
very probably owing to its short lifetime,5 and also because it can be easily consumed at the surface
of dust grains by the two most abundant atomic species, H and O, forming H2O and O3 respec-
tively, as main products. Water is the most abundant species in the solid phase, while solid ozone
has not yet been observed in molecular clouds. To date, only a recent work6 presents spectra com-
patible with the presence of O3 towards IC 5146. This apparent lack of ozone could be explained
either by a detection bias as the broad silicate absorption band at 10 µm can easily mask the 9.6
µm ozone feature, or by an actual lack of ozone in the ice.
The non-detection of solid ozone in dense molecular clouds is consistent with its short lifetime
on the surface of dust grains due to its high reactivity. Mokrane et al7 and Romanzin et al8 have
shown that O3 + H is an efficient process under interstellar conditions and should be able to destroy
most of the O3 formed on the ice to produce water. Water formation on the grain surfaces occurs
via hydrogenation of three different oxygen species:9,10 O, O2, and O3. All these routes have been
extensively studied in laboratory.11–14
Water is ubiquitous and its omnipresence is certainly a result of its stability: among the species
made of the 2 dominant reactive atoms H and O, water is the most stable molecule. Figure 1
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FIG. 1. Schematic 3D representation of the water formation network via H-atom (grey circle) additions
to O, O2, and O3 (red circles). Enthalpies of reactions grow along the vertical axis. Solid lines represent
barrierless reactions, while dotted traces indicate reactions with an activation barrier.
represents all the stable molecules that are composed of O and H atoms. Their enthalpies of for-
mation are represented vertically. We have drawn the different reactions identified experimentally,
of which water seems to be the end of the chemical journey in the O and H world. However, to
know how hydrogenation of oxygen takes place for forming water, it is necessary to understand
how O2 and O3 are formed.
In 1930, S. Chapman discovered the mechanisms that produce the ozone layer in the Earth’s
stratosphere:15 UV photons striking oxygen molecules (O2) split them into two oxygen atoms (O);
atomic oxygen then combines with O2 to create ozone. In turn, O3 can be dissociated by UV
light into a molecule of O2 and an O atom, and so on in a continuing process called the ozone-
oxygen cycle, creating an ozone layer in the stratosphere. Recently, ozone formation has been
studied in the laboratory using supra thermal oxygen atoms generated by energetic electrons or
ions.16–18 Jing et al19 also performed experiments on the formation of ozone on bare silicates, but
our present work and analysis do not lead to the same conclusions. We attribute the detection of
high temperature signals at mass 32 a.m.u. to the decomposition of O3 inside the quadruple mass
spectrometer, and not to the detection of O2. In this paper we study the surface formation of O2
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and O3 without the addition of energy, through the reactions:20
O(3P) + O(3P) + M −→ O2 + M (1)
O(3P) + O2(X3Σ−g ) + M −→ O3(X1A1) + M (2)
The substrate, made of amorphous silicate,21 was held in the 5 – 30 K temperature range. Sub-
monolayer conditions were used in all the experiments discussed below. This paper is organized
as follows: the experimental set-up and methods are described in the next section. In Section
3, we present our results about O2 and O3 formation. In Section 4, we present a model that
simulates our results and gives relevant energetic parameters. In the last Section, we discuss the
main conclusions and astrophysical implications of this study.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Experiments were performed using the FORMOLISM set-up shown in Figure 2, which is de-
scribed elsewhere22,23. The experiments take place in an ultra-high vacuum chamber (base pressure
10−10 mbar), containing a non-porous amorphous olivine-type silicate. This sample was obtained
by thermal evaporation of San Carlos olivine (Mg1.8Fe0.2SiO4) onto a gold-coated substrate (1 cm
in diameter), operating at temperatures between 6.5 K and 350 K. The surface density of adsorp-
tion sites is about the same of the one found on compact ice samples.21 Sample preparation and
surface analysis are described extensively in Djouadi et al. 2005.24 The temperature of the sam-
ple Ts is computer-controlled by a calibrated silicon-diode and a thermocouple (AuFe/Chrome
K-type) clamped on the sample holder. Via a triply differentially pumped beam, O atoms (and O2
molecules) are aimed at the cold (6.5-25K) sample. The products are probed using temperature-
programmed desorption (TPD) and Reflexion Absorption Infrared Spectroscopy (RAIRS). The
TPDs are performed by increasing the surface temperature at 10 K/min. All mass signals are ex-
pressed in atomic mass units (a.m.u.).
A. Oxygen beam
Oxygen atoms are obtained by dissociating O2 gas in a microwave discharge. The dissociation
fraction τ can be tuned between 45% and 80% by varying the microwave power. This allows us
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FIG. 2. Schematic top-view of the FORMOLISM set-up and the FT-RAIRS facility.
to change the O/O2 ratio sent onto the cold sample. 70% of dissociation (typical values used here)
corresponds to a deposition with a O2/O ratio of 3/14 (14 O atoms are produced by the dissociation
of 7 molecules). It has been checked that no O3 was present in the beam. This control was carried
out by two different methods. The first control was performed by placing the quadrupole mass
spectrometer (QMS) in front of the beam and by monitoring mass-48 signal of the direct beam,
and the one of the beam when blocked by a metallic flag. The flag is a metal plate used to intercept
the beams before they enter the main vacuum chamber, see Fig.2. The signal at mass 48 was
always under the detection limit imposed by electronic noise, and this is a first indication that no
O3 was present in the beam. A second check consisted of irradiating with O+O2 the surface held
at 55 K, then performing a TPD. At this temperature the residence time of O and O2 is extremely
short and prevents the formation of O3 through the reaction O+O2, while gas phase O3 sticks and
remains on the surface. A peak at mass 48 (and mass 32, see below) in the TPD would indicate
that O3 was actually present in the beam. With this second control experiment we could accurately
determine that no ozone was present in the O beam.
Also the energetic state of atoms and molecules was checked before commencing the experi-
ments. Molecular orbital theory predicts that the O2 molecule has two low-lying excited singlet
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states, O2(a1∆g) and O2(b1Σ+g ), while the ground state is the triplet O2(X
3Σ−g ) state. The energy
difference between the lowest energy of O2 in the singlet state, and the lowest energy in the triplet
state is about 11340 K/kb (Te (a1∆g - X3Σ−g )= 94.3 kJ/mol, 0.98 eV).
25 The required energy to ion-
ize an O2 molecule in the ground state is 12.07 eV.26 This means that electrons less energetic than
this value cannot ionize O2 in the ground state, while electrons can ionize O2(a1∆g) molecules if
they are in the energy range 12.07-11.09 eV. The same argument can be applied for atomic oxy-
gen. O atoms in the ground state (3P) are ionized by 13.6-eV electrons,27 while in the first excited
state 1D the minimum energy necessary for ionization is 11.7 eV (-1.9 eV). Hence, electrons less
energetic than 13.6 eV can ionize excited O atoms only. By tuning the energy of the ionizing elec-
trons of the QMS, we can selectively detect ground state or excited state O2 and O, as described
in Congiu et al.28 Finally, we determined that the beam did not contain O or O2 in an excited state,
nor O3 molecules. The O beam was thus composed of at least 99% ground-state O and O2. We
also recorded the mass 16 signal in all experiments, and did not detect any signal that could be
interpreted as O-atom release in the gas phase. Actually, except for the direct beam, or for a very
small fraction (< 2%) due to cracking of O2 and O3 in the QMS, we never detected any signal at
mass 16. This indicates that O atoms react and never desorb as such, but exclusively as O2 and O3
molecules.
B. Determination of O2 monolayer and flux
The technique used to determine the O2 flux was adapted from Kimmel et al 2001.30 The O2
flux was calibrated by saturation of the first O2 monolayer21,29 as shown in Fig. 3. The method
consists of depositing different amounts of O2 – under identical conditions of flux – on the surface
maintained at the same temperature (in this case Ts= 10 K). With the increase in the doses de-
posited on the surface, the TPD curves gradually broaden towards lower temperatures. In fact, as
the surface coverage increases, the molecules are adsorbed in less tightly bound adsorption sites,
namely the desorption temperature Tdes ∝ desorption energy Edes (with peaks growing in height
too). When the leading edge of the TPD curves (the left side of the curves shown in the inset
of Fig. 3) stops shifting towards lower temperatures, it means that all the adsorption sites on the
surface are occupied, and any other incoming molecule is adsorbed on top of the first layer of
molecules already adsorbed on the surface. This is when TPDs exhibit a 0th order desorption,
the maxima of the desorption peaks increase and start shifting towards higher temperatures with
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FIG. 3. TPD mass spectra at mass 32 after 240, 270, 300, 330, and 360 s of O2 exposure on silicate held at
10 K. The inset shows a magnified view of the leading edges between 26 and 30 K.
increasing doses. The unit of coverage we adopt – the monolayer (ML) – is defined as a single
layer of atoms or molecules adsorbed on a surface. Here the monolayer coverage of O2 molecules
adsorbed on silicate occurs after 315±30 seconds of O-beam exposure. The integrated signal (ex-
pressed in counts per second) over the temperature of the TPD curve after a 315-second exposure
corresponds to 1 ML. The same dose is necessary to fill the monolayer if the substrate is made
of compact amorphous water, which means that the monolayer is achieved with the same number
of molecules (i.e., a similar wetting of the two surfaces occurs). This is not the case (about half
of the above dose is needed) if a substrate of graphite is used. Due to the similarity between the
behaviours of the silicate and water ice substrates (which implies that the density of adsorption
sites is of the same order of magnitude), we can estimate that 1 ML on the silicate sample is 1015
molecules cm−2, within the uncertainty of this technique (about 15%). In this work, the doses are
expressed in terms of O2 units, which means that 1 ML may also represent 2 layers of O atoms or
0.66 layers of pure ozone.
C. O3 detection efficiency and calibration
When using a beam of O2, it is easy to calibrate the flux and understand when the saturation
of one ML occurs. This is not the case for a deposition of O3. To calibrate one ML of O3, it is
necessary to study and evaluate the cracking pattern and the detection efficiency of ozone by the
QMS, with respect to the well known O2 detection. As already seen in Mokrane et al 2009,7 the
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ozone signal is simultaneously detected at mass 48 and at mass 32 (O+2 fragments). This is because
the dissociation of O3 is energetically more favorable than its ionisation (3.77 eV vs 12.53 eV).
When O3 enters the QMS head, it can undergo different processes:
• O3 (+ e−) −→ O+3 (∆H f = 12.97 eV)
• O3 (+ e−) −→ O+2 + O (∆H f = 13.17 eV)
• O3 (+ e−) −→ O+ + O2 (∆H f = 14.72 eV).
The left panel of Fig. 4 shows the TPD spectra at mass 32 and 48 between 55 K and 90 K after
a deposition of 5 minutes of oxygen atoms on silicate. The two traces exhibit the same shape,
namely, the mass32/mass48 ratio remains constant (right panel of Fig. 4). The two curves are
clearly due to the desorption of the same parent molecule (ozone) formed on the substrate. The
assignment of the high-temperature peak at mass 32 is the main experimental difference between
the interpretation of the data in this work and in Jing et al 2012’s.19 They attribute the O2 peak
desorption between 55 and 90 K to O recombination and subsequence desorption of molecular
oxygen. In the present study, we determined that the mass-32 peak is due to ozone desorption
and its fragmentation upon detection. The deposition of ozone from ex-situ synthesis confirms
this fact: the amount of desorbing ozone can be monitored either via mass 32 or mass 48. By
computing the ratio between the two signals (mass32/mass48) after deposition of different doses,
as shown in Fig. 4 (right panel), a mean value of 1.5 was found. This fact led us to monitor ozone
by the signal at mass 32, instead of that at mass 48, to have a better signal-to-noise ratio.
Due to its important dissociative ionization, ozone detection efficiency has to be determined
for every single QMS. Actually, the results that gave the idea of the present work were obtained
during two periods of experiments, when two different QMSs were used. Even thought the settings
of the two instruments were, at any time, exactly the same, the O3/O2 detection efficiencies found
were different up to a factor of 30%. For the sake of consistency, however, all the experimental
values presented here were obtained with a constant O3/O2 detection efficiency. It should also be
noted that, for this specific molecule (O3), any other correction factor among those present in the
literature would have be wrong in our case. To estimate the O3/O2 detection efficiency at mass
32, it is necessary to compare the area under the TPD curve of one ML of O2 and that of one
monolayer of O3. Therefore, we also needed to determine for what O-exposure time we reached a
complete monolayer of ozone.
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FIG. 4. Left panel: Ozone TPD curves at mass 32 and 48 between 55 and 90 K after deposition of 5 minutes
of oxygen atoms on silicate held at 10 K. Right panel: Ratio of the integrated area of mass 32 and mass 48
TPD peaks (55-90 K) as a function of different doses of oxygen atoms.
FIG. 5. Ozone TPD curves between 50 and 90 K after four depositions of oxygen atoms of (from a to
d) 6, 8, 10, and 12 minutes on silicate held at 10 K. Curve b represents desorption of a complete ozone
monolayer, while c and d exhibit also another peak at ∼60 K due to desorption of O3 from the second layer.
To calibrate the ozone monolayer, we adopted the same first layer-saturation method used for
O2. To do so, we gradually increased the amount of ozone formed on the surface (via O+O2
reaction), until the second-layer desorption peak appeared. In fact, the second-layer desorption
peak is a clear signature that the first monolayer has been completed and that a new layer is being
grown. In Fig. 5, we show four TPD curves of ozone obtained by increasing the exposure time
of oxygen atoms (from curve a to d). The saturation of the first layer corresponds to trace b, and
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the appearance of the second peak is observed in trace c. The apparent inconsistency between the
TPD peak intensity in Fig. 4 (left panel) and Fig. 5 is due to different QMS settings. Nevertheless,
we cannot be certain that the adsorption site density for ozone is the same seen for molecular
oxygen. Also, by applying the derived efficiency detection factor (e f ), we found that the number
of O atoms desorbed as O2 and O3 were fewer than the number of O atoms exposed. This may
seem non-consistent with the results found in a previous study on water ice.31 We demonstrated,
however, that the missing atoms in the case of the silicate substrate, are due to the prompt release of
molecules upon formation, the so-called chemical desorption.32 Therefore, the amorphous silicate
substrate is not suitable for calibration measurements.
When working on a water ice substrate instead, the surface-saturation method gives a reliable
detection efficiency and an exact linear relation between the products and the deposited species.
For this reason, the water ice substrate assures that the efficiency factor e f is correctly estimated.
Moreover, the density of adsorption sites for O2 and O3 is identical. We then expect that the total
number of O atoms and O2 molecules sent onto the water ice substrate is conserved and it is equal
to O+O2+e f×O3. To check the conservation of O atoms, all the species are normalized to the O2
signal (the O signal is divided by 2 and that of O3 is multiplied by 1.5). Different doses of O+O2
are then sent onto the icy substrate and a typical set of temperature-programmed experiments is
performed.
The dashed line in Fig. 6 corresponds to TPD yields after pure O2 deposition carried out with the
undissociated beam. The red squares in Fig. 6 were obtained through integration of the area under
the O2 TPD curves of mass 32 between 25-50 K. The blue stars correspond to the integration of
the ozone signal multiplied by the efficiency factor. The green triangles are obtained by adding the
O2 and the corrected O3 (e f×O3) contributions. These contributions lie – within the experimental
errors – on the line given by the total amount of deposited O atoms, which indicates that both the
efficiency factor used and the monolayer calibration are reliable. It must also be noted that the
O3/O2 ratio varies greatly with the coverage, so if the efficiency factor is not correctly estimated,
the total O2 + O3 yield cannot be proportional to the initial dose. To show the reliability of our
e f factor, in Fig. 6 we drew a shaded area indicating a ±30% variation of e f . Finally, the two
independent estimations of the monolayer coverage and the fact that the number of O atoms is
conserved, regardless of the ratio of O and O2 sent onto the surface (and the O2 and O3 ratio
desorbing from the surface), clearly suggests that our calibrations were correct.
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FIG. 7. Series of RAIR spectra recorded at different times after deposition of 0.3 ML of O atoms at 6.5 K;
the absorption bands at 1043 cm−1 is because of the ν3 asymmetric stretching mode of O3. Inset: ν3 band
integrated area as a function of wait time (0, 5, 10, and 15 min).
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
All the experiments described below indicate that ozone is formed efficiently on silicate at any
deposition temperature of the surface between 6 and 25 K. The first evidence of ozone formation
is in the infrared spectrum recorded after depositing 0.3 ML of atomic oxygen on silicate held
at 6.5 K (Fig. 7). 0.3 ML also represents the lower detection limit of the ozone band in our IR
spectrometer. Working with low coverages is the key to understanding what mechanism is at play
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in ozone formation. There are mainly two mechanisms that may lead to ozone. The Eley-Rideal
mechanism (ER) occurs when one of the molecules already adsorbed promptly reacts with a parti-
cle coming from the gas phase, before being adsorbed on the surface. The Langmuir-Hinshelwood
mechanism (LH) describes the formation of molecules on a surface when two adsorbed reaction
partners react because of the diffusion of at least one of them. ER is independent of Ts, and it
becomes more efficient with the increase in surface coverage. At high coverages (more than one
ML) it becomes the most probable mechanism. Conversely, the LH mechanism is initiated by the
mobility of the species and is very sensitive to Ts. Whenever the diffusion is fast enough, it may
be efficient also at low coverages (see below). In Fig. 7, we show the ν3 asymmetric stretching
mode of 16O3 at 1043 cm−1.33,34 The weak bands at 1103 and 700.9 cm−1 are not visible due to
our experimental conditions. The presence of the ν3 band indicates that ozone was formed already
at 6.5 K. Moreover, this band does not evolve with time (simply by waiting 5, 10, or 15 minutes
at 6.5 K), as shown in the inset of Fig. 7, where the squares represent the integrated area under
the peaks. In the left panel of Fig. 8 we show how the ozone band evolves with temperature. The
squares in Fig. 8 (right panel) represent the total absorbance by integration of the O3 band as a
function of surface temperature. The intensity of the band does not change within the limits of
the error bars. This indicates that no ozone was formed during the heating, when the diffusion
and reactivity of the ad-atoms (if present) should increase. In fact, the reactions leading to ozone
formation had already occurred at the deposition temperature via the LH mechanism. However,
due to the size of the error bars, a small increase of the ozone band could have still been possible.
We estimated that an upper limit for the fraction of extra ozone formed during the heating is 15%,
a value that we will use below in the discussion.
To disentangle the ER from the LH mechanism, one should vary the coverage, since ER is very
sensitive to it, and the temperature of the surface since the LH mechanism efficiency is governed
by the diffusion at a given temperature. We then deposited equal amounts of O+O2 for a total of
0.3 ML at different Ts, and performed a TPD at 10 K/min after each deposition. The resulting TPD
traces are presented in Fig. 9. In each mass spectrum, two desorption peaks appear: O2 desorbs
between 35 K and 50 K, while ozone desorption is observed between 55 K and 75 K (directly at
mass 48, or via the O2+ fragments at mass 32). O desorption was never observed. The height of the
peaks (proportional to the amount of the species formed on the surface) changes depending on the
coverage and on the surface temperature. Fig. 9 summarizes the outcome of six TPDs, in which the
coverage was fixed (0.29 ± 0.03 ML) and the deposition temperature varied between 8 K and 30
12
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FIG. 8. Left panel: RAIR spectrum obtained at different Ts (bottom to top, 6.5, 10, 15, 25 and 35 K) after
deposition of 0.3 ML of O atoms at 6.5 K; the absorption band at 1043 cm−1 is due to the ν3 asymmetric
stretching mode of O3. Right panel: integrated area of the ozone band as a function of surface temperature.
The red solid line represents the mean value of the five integrated band areas.
K. We can observe, from curve to curve, a clear change in the O3/O2 ratio. This effect is due to the
temperature of the silicate substrate and is a sign of the role of diffusion in the formation of ozone.
In fact, with increasing surface temperature, the mobility of O atoms is favored, ozone formation
is more efficient, and the O3/O2 ratio increases. Each new adsorbed atom – if the diffusion is fast
– is able to scan the surface to react with O2 to form O3, or with another absorbed O atom to form
O2 (that, in turn, will also be transformed into O3 by the next incoming and mobile atom). In this
scenario, almost all O atoms and O2 molecules are transformed into O3 molecules. On the contrary
– if the diffusion is slow – an oxygen atom has not enough time to scan the surface and react with
an adsorbed O2. Another O atom then comes and more O2 is formed via the O+O reaction. A
reduced mobility leads to the accumulation of O atoms on the surface, the probability for an O
atom to meet another O atom raises, and eventually the O2 formation is favored.
By comparing RAIRS and TPD results, it is possible to see how the diffusion of O atoms changes
the O3/O2 ratio. As stated above, we have assumed that an increase of 15% of the ozone yield may
have occurred during the heating from 6.5 to 35 K (see Fig. 8). From TPD results, however, we
obtain a variation of 47% between the ozone yields after O deposition performed at 8 K and the one
performed at 30 K. This indicates that, taking into account the possible 15% contribution due to
the heating, there is a 32% (47 from TPD, -15 from RAIRS) difference between TPD experiments
carried out at Ts=8 and 30 K. In the upper panel of Fig. 10 we show TPD (blue stars) and RAIRS
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FIG. 9. Series of 6 TPD curves after deposition of 0.3 ML of O atoms on silicate held 8, 10, 15, 20, 25,
and 30 K. The low temperature peak (O2) decreases with deposition temperature while the high temperature
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(green shaded region) normalized peak areas (yields) of ozone. TPD variations (also considering
the error bars) are greater than the ones in RAIRS data. This difference is clearly an effect due
to Ts, i.e., variations of O atom mobility on the silicate surface. In the lower panel of Fig. 10 we
show the O2 yield variations in TPD experiments after O exposures at various Ts, normalized with
respect to the TPD yield after deposition of O atoms at 8 K. In depositions carried out at 30 K,
only 15% of the amount of O2 formed at 8 K was observed.
Fig. 11 shows the integrated peak areas of O2 and O3 TPDs as a function of the amount of
deposited O atoms. Exposures were performed at Ts=10 K with coverages going from 0.1 to 1.0
ML. Red squares represent the molecular oxygen yield and blue stars represent the ozone yield.
The O2 production reaches a value of little less than 0.2 ML, with a growing rate diminishing with
the coverage. On the other hand, the ozone yield increases with the coverage and reaches a value
of about 0.5 ML. Green triangles in Fig. 11 represent the sum of the ozone and oxygen integrated
peak areas while the dashed line is the total amount of oxygen atoms sent onto the surface. The
discrepancy between the total yield of products (O2 + O3) and the dashed line – indicating a non-
conservation of oxygen atoms – is due to the the chemical desorption of oxygen molecules.32 It
is clear, from Fig. 11, that the difference between the number of atoms sent onto the surface and
those detected is maximum in the range of coverages between 0.2 and 0.5 ML, i.e., in the low
coverage regime where chemical desorption is more effective.
To have a better understanding of the mechanisms occurring on the silicate surface, we have
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FIG. 10. Integrated peak areas of O2 (lower panel, red squares) and O3 (top panel: blue stars) yields
(obtained in the experiments shown in Fig. 9) vs deposition temperature. The peak areas were normalized
w.r.t. the TPD yields after deposition at 8 K. Green pinstriped region: range of values of the O3 signal
increase due to thermal diffusion derived from IR spectra.
developed a model that we present in the next section. Our model was conceived to fulfill the
following experimental evidences:
1. The O3/O2 ratio depends both on the coverage and on the surface temperature.
2. At Ts = 6.5 K, with 0.3 ML of O-atom coverage, more than 85% of ozone is formed during
the deposition phase.
3. Experimental data confirm that chemical desorption of O2 molecules occurs, and its effi-
ciency seems to decrease with coverage. To simplify our model, however, we have assumed
a constant chemical desorption rate.
IV. MODEL
The O2 and O3 formation can occur via the following exothermic reactions:
O + O −→ O2 (3)
O + O2 −→ O3 (4)
O + O3 −→ 2O2 (5)
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at 10 K. Green triangles: sum of O2 and O3 yields. The dashed line represents the total amount of oxygen
atoms deposited on the surface.
The exothermicity of these reaction is 5.2 eV, 1.1 eV and 4.0 eV, respectively. If reaction (5)
were efficient, it would cause a decrease in the ozone amount and double an increase in molecular
oxygen. However, taking into account the fact that the ozone production efficiency is close to
unity at high temperature or high coverage, the third reaction is apparently not efficient under our
experimental conditions. Hence we can neglect it and assume that this is probably due to a barrier
to the O + O3 reaction. We will include this reaction later in the discussion to estimate the height
of the barrier, and check whether our initial assumption is reasonable.
By supposing that the reactions leading to O2 and O3 are governed by the density of species
on the surface and by Ts, we can model the processes through a series of rate equations. We tried
to fit our data by using different approaches, and tested different hypothesis. Our model includes
both ER and LH mechanisms. It also allows reactions to occur during the heating ramp, as well
as during the exposure phase, even if we know – thanks to the IR spectra – that this contribution
should be small. In addition, our model assumes a constant sticking coefficient, namely one for all
species. The free parameters of our model are the reaction barriers and the O diffusion efficiency.
Other parameters are the dissociation fraction τ and the chemical desorption rate that have been
measured previously. Actually, the chemical desorption could have been neglected in this study,
we put it in our model because it increases the quantitative quality of the fitting. The chemical
desorption was already studied in Dulieu et al 2013,32 and in the case of newly formed O2 on
silicate has a value of 40% ± 10%.
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The dissociation fraction τ can be easily calculated by using this equation:
τ =
(CPS O2)O f f − (CPS O2)On
(CPS O2)O f f
∗ 100 (6)
where (CPS O2)x indicates the counts per second when the discharge is off or on, with the direct
beam passing through the QMS. Typical values of τ are between 45-80%. This is taken into
account through the term (1 − τ)φ, where φ is the normalized flux of O2 molecules when the
discharge is off. Similarly, the term 2τφ represents the flux of oxygen atoms. The rate equations
used in our model are:
d[O]
dt
= 2τφ(1 − 2O r1 − O2 r2) − (1 − τ)φO r2+ (7)
−4kx OO r1 − kx OO2 r2
−4ktd OO r1 − ktd OO2 r2
d[O2]
dt
= (1 − τ)φ (1 − Or2) − 2τφ (O2r2 − Or1)+ (8)
+2kx OO r1 (1 − ) − kxOO2r2
+2ktd OO r1 (1 − ) − ktdOO2r2
d[O3]
dt
= (1 − τ)φO r2 + 2τφO2 r2 (9)
+kx OO2 r2
+ktd OO2 r2
where O, O2, and O3 are the surface densities (expressed in fraction of ML) of each species, φ is
the flux (0.003 cm−2 s−1) of O2,  is the evaporation probability due to the chemical desorption, kx
is the diffusion probability expressed in ML−1 s−1 (which can be converted into the usual unit cm2
s−1 by considering that 1 ML = 1015 molecules cm−2), and
r1 = νe
− EOOkbT (10)
r2 = νe
− EOO2kbT (11)
ktd = νe
− EdkbT (12)
are the O+O and O+O2 reaction probabilities, and thermal diffusion probability during the heating,
respectively. EOO and EOO2 are the barriers of reactions (3) and (4), Ed is the diffusion barrier (all
barriers are expressed in K/kb) and ν=1012 s−1 is the trial frequency for attempting a new event. The
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diffusion rate kx (at a fixed Ts) includes two components due to quantum tunneling and thermal
motion:31
kx = kqt + ktm (13)
In practice, the diffusion rate during the deposition phase is governed by a free numerical param-
eter, whereas the diffusion coefficient during the heating ramp (ktd) is described by a classical
thermal hopping mechanism (Arrhenius-type law). It is possible to use a free parameter during
the exposure because the coverage evolution is known and this represents a strong constraint, and
because the diffusion is supposed to be constant at constant temperature. However, if the diffusion
during the deposition phase followed an Arrhenius behavior, it would be possible to recognize it
a posteriori. We decided to use the Arrhenius law during the heating ramp, as most authors did,
to compensate for the absence of constraints on the coverage (O, O2 and O3 populations are not
known at the beginning of desorption) and to describe the evolution of the diffusion with temper-
ature.
In the rate equations (7), (8), and (9) the ER mechanism is represented by the terms including
the beam flux φ. On the other hand, the LH mechanism appears in the terms that include the
diffusion occurring during the deposition phase, kx, or during the heating phase, ktd. By using this
model, we can test, either each at a time or both at once, the two mechanisms to see how they
affect the experimental observables.
A. Model 1: ER and thermal diffusion during TPD with barrieless reactions.
In the first model, we suppose that reactions occur only through the ER mechanism (during
deposition) or later during the heating phase (TPD). We assume that there is no diffusion of atoms
at low temperature (kx=0). This is an extreme assumption where the diffusion cannot occur during
the exposure, and especially any tunneling effect is discarded at the lowest temperatures. We have
also assumed that all reactions are barrierless (except for the O+O3 reaction).
In Fig. 12α and β we show two results of this model (solid lines) and compare them to the ex-
perimental values. The left panel (α) represents the O2 and O3 yield evolution with coverage and
the right panel (β) shows the evolution with temperature. In these models, we have tested diverse
values of the diffusion efficiency during the TPD, namely, between Ed=100 K/kb (i.e., a very fast
diffusion), and Ed=900 K/kb (i.e., slow diffusion). From model 1, we conclude that it is not pos-
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FIG. 12. Left panel (α): TPD yields vs coverage, comparison between model 1 and experimental data.
Right panel (β): TPD yields vs surface temperature. Model details: diffusion barrier = 100 K/kb (solid
line), 300 K/kb (dashed line), 550 K/kb (dotted line), 900 K/kb (dashed-dotted line).
sible to fit our data assuming barrierless reactions and without considering diffusion during the
deposition phase.
B. Model 2: ER+LH+thermal diffusion with reaction barriers as free parameters.
Here we include the possibility of diffusion during the exposure phase and we allow the two
reaction barriers (EOO and EOO2) to vary freely in the range 100 – 900 K/kb. We then analyzed the
results by applying a minimization method between model and data for each case. The results are
shown in Fig. 13α and β. We can see that a reasonable match was found, although no Ed value
satisfies both coverage and T dependencies at once. In fact, the low diffusion case (Ed=100 K/kb)
gives the best fit as far as the temperature evolution is concerned (Fig. 13β), but gives the worst
fit for the coverage evolution (Fig. 13α), whereas the high diffusion case (Ed=900 K/kb) gives the
best fit with coverage (Fig. 13α) and the worst fit with temperature (Fig. 13β). As suggested by
the infrared spectra of O3 at 6.5 K, the diffusion of atoms during deposition is a key element of the
present study. Hence, it was important to test if the model was able to reproduce the experimental
results obtained during the deposition phase. We found that experimental values cannot be met if
we neglect the diffusive processes. Moreover, we also demonstrated that we could have obtained
opposite conclusions if we had used only the temperature, or only the coverage evolutions of the
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FIG. 13. Comparison between model 2 and experimental data (α and β panels). Case α: TPD yields vs
coverage, Case β: TPD yields vs surface temperature (Ts). Activation barriers in α and β: 100 K/kb (solid
line), 300 K/kb (dashed line), 550 K/kb (dotted line), 900 K/kb (dashed-dotted line). Comparison between
model 3 and experimental data (γ and δ panels). Case γ: TPD yields vs coverage,, Case δ: TPD yields vs
surface temperature. Diffusion rates kx(Ts) are given in Table 1.
O2 and O3 yields.
C. Model 3: ER+LH+thermal diffusion with barrierless reactions.
In this model we simulate the same processes seen in the previous section, but using barrierless
reactions (except for the O+O3 reaction). The model results displayed in Fig. 13γ and δ show a
very accurate fit of our data. It is important to point out two aspects of these results. First, when
0<EOO=EOO2 < 150 K/ kb, we find several minima in the χ
2 and we cannot choose a precise value
for EOO and EOO2 . Actually, if we assume that there is no barrier to the reactions, the results are
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TABLE I. Diffusion coefficients as a function of surface temperature.
HHHHHHHHH
kx
Ts(K)
8 10 15 20 25 30
ML−1 s−1 0.10 0.13 0.25 0.5 1.1 2.6
cm2 s−1×10−16 1 1.3 2.5 5 11 26
almost identical. From our simulation we conclude that the activation barriers are so low that they
do not slow down reactions (3) and (4) occurring on the surface. We can only derive an upper
limit for the two barriers of about 150 K/kb. It is therefore possible to set the reaction probability
equal to one (barrier equal to zero), and the model remains still fully satisfactory. In Table 1 we
show a series of diffusion parameters we obtained using barrierless reactions. The diffusion of
atoms increases with the temperature, and follows a Tn law, with n=3 giving the best fit. On the
contrary, using an Arrhenius-type law, this is not possible, or, if we try, the best fit parameters do
not have a plausible physical meaning (i.e., a very low energy and a very low trial frequency). For
this reason, we believe that, on amorphous silicate, as occurs in the case of water ice,31 quantum
tunneling should be an important mechanism at low temperature, although we observe a slower
diffusion on amorphous silicate than on water ice.
The second important point is that during the heating phase the diffusion is almost negligible.
In fact, not more than a few % of the O atoms deposited are still present on the surface in the very
low coverage and temperature regime. For this reason, the effect of a possible diffusion during the
TPD lies within the error bars of the experimental data. This also validates our assumptions based
on IR spectra recorded at 6 K.
In conclusion, the simplest and most efficient description of our TPD data is to consider a
system that is limited only by the diffusion during the exposure phase (LH-dominated), and only
slightly adjusted by adding the ER mechanism, especially in regimes of high coverage (≥ 1 ML).
D. Evaluation of O+O3 activation barrier
Here, we want to test whether the reaction O+O3 takes place or not. In our model, we then
added the following terms to the right side of Eq. (7), (8), and (9), respectively:
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−2µφO3r3 − ktdOO3r3 − kxOO3r3
2(µφO3r3 + ktdOO3r3 + kxOO3r3)
−2µφO3r3 − ktdOO3r3 − kxOO3r3
where
r3 = νe
− EOO3kbT (14)
is the O+O3 reaction probability and EOO3 is the barrier to reaction (5). By varying EOO3 , we
noticed that even for values bigger than ∼ 2000 K/kb, the amount of O2 and O3 remained unaltered;
while for values of EOO3 < 2000K/kb the χ
2 started to increase. To give an estimate of a lower
limit of the barrier, we took the error bars as the borders limiting a the maximum allowed amount
of O2 yield (the smaller EOO3 the more O2 is produced). We found a reaction barrier of 2300 K/kb.
This means that the barrier is very likely to be greater than this value. In addition, this value is
consistent with the data available in gas phase, where barriers were found to be greater than 1950
K/kb.35 This convincingly shows that the O+O3 reaction is slow enough that it can be neglected in
our model.
E. Hot Atom mechanism
Generally, only ER and LH mechanisms are considered when the formation of molecules
via surface chemistry is concerned. However, a molecule arriving at the surface may not be
chemisorbed (or physisorbed) upon the first impact due to the inefficient energy transfer between
the impinging particle and the surface. Before the complete dissipation of its incident energy, the
adsorbed particle is not in thermal equilibrium with the surface. Hence, impinging particles could
be able to hop on the surface and react with already adsorbed molecules lying several angstroms
away from the impact site. In the literature, this process is called “Hot Atom” (HA) or Harris-
Kasemo36 mechanism. To date, HA has been studied mainly from a theoretical point of view
(Martinazzo et al 2004,37 and Molinari & Tomellini 2002,38 and ref. therein), although some ex-
perimental studies exist (Wei & Haller 1996,39 and Dinger et al 2001,40 and ref. therein). Previous
works considered metallic surfaces only, and atoms with an energy greater than 0.5 eV or light
atoms (H or D); under these conditions, the energy transfer between the particles and the surface
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is slow, so there is a high probability that the HA mechanism occurs. In our experiments, we
worked under very different conditions. We performed the experiments on non-metallic surfaces
(silicate, graphite, and water ice), atoms had an energy < 0.01 eV and were heavy particles (O
atoms, mass(O)/mass(H)=16). These considerations lead us to assume that the HA mechanism
should not be important under our experimental conditions, especially at low coverages. Another
problem – still unsolved to date – is the surface temperature dependence of the HA mechanism.
Some experimental and theoretical works (Quintas-Sa´nchez et al 2013,41 and ref. therein) show a
temperature dependence of HA, but the range of temperature used is very broad (more than 300
K). In our case, the range of the surface temperatures is small (< 25 K) and it is reasonable to
assume that the energy transfer between an adsorbed particle and the surface is quite constant
within this range of temperatures. We tried to include the HA mechanism in our model taking
into account all the points discussed above. It turns out that the HA mechanism does not exhibit
a surface temperature dependence under our experimental conditions, and we may consider it as
an “enhanced ER mechanism”: atoms coming from the gas phase are likely to scan more than one
adsorption site and thus have a higher probability to react. In Fig. 14, we show the results of the
model for O2 and O3 yields vs coverage (left panel) and O2 and O3 yields vs surface temperature
(right panel). The curves shown in the figure were generated by considering 5 cases: HA does not
take place (0 jumps, solid line) or HA takes place and the atoms are able to scan 3, 5, 8 or 10 sites.
The traces displayed in the left panel (3-5 jumps) seem to fit the experimental data although this
is not the case for the curves in the right panel, where the temperature independence of ER and
HA prevents the model from converging to a good fit for O2 and O3. In this case, the temperature
dependence is contained only in the Arrhenius term used to simulate the TPD. Regardless of the
diffusion barrier we may use (in the case shown in Fig. 14, Ed is 500 K/kb), we are not able to
reproduce the plateau behavior of the experimental values. In fact, the exponential law induces
a sudden change (shifted towards low or high temperature depending on the value of Ed) in the
yields O2 and O3.
The lack of theoretical and experimental studies about HA under the same conditions used in
the present work (a non-metallic surface, low energy and heavy atoms), together with the results
of our model, suggests that HA cannot explain the experimental results. This corroborates the
hypothesis that the diffusion mechanism (LH) is dominant at low temperatures and in low coverage
regimes.
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FIG. 14. Comparison between model 2 + Hot Atom mechanism and experimental data. Left panel: O2 (top)
and O3 (bottom) TPD yields vs coverage. Right panel: O2 (top) and O3 (bottom) TPD yields vs surface
temperature. Model results (lines) are generated by considering 5 cases: HA does not take place (0 jumps,
solid line) or HA occurs and the atoms are able to scan 3, 5, 8 or 10 adsorption sites (dash, dot, dash-dot
and dot-dash-dot curves, respectively).
V. CONCLUSIONS AND ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS
In this paper we have shown that O3 can be formed very efficiently via an atomic oxygen beam
sent on silicate held at low temperatures (6-30 K). The reactions leading to ozone formation studied
in this paper (O+O and O+O2) appear to be barrierless; we have estimated an upper limit for the
activation energies of reactions of 150 K/kb. Conversely, the reaction O+O3 has a high activation
barrier – lower limit ∼ 2300 K/kb – and it is not an efficient pathway for ozone destruction under
our experimental conditions. In addition, the formation of ozone is favored by a very fast diffusion
of oxygen atoms at low temperatures. The diffusive process of O atoms is likely to occur via
quantum tunneling, as claimed in Minissale et al 2013,31 while the Hot Atom mechanism effects
proved to be negligible.
From an astrophysical point of view, since the gas phase abundances of O and O2 are elusive,42,43
it is difficult to put the O3 formation in a simple interstellar contest. New and more detailed ob-
servational data are necessary to know the solid phase abundances of ozone. Anyway, we can
fairly assume that in dense clouds, particularly UV-protected interstellar environments (Av > 3),
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if comparable budgets of O atoms and H atoms are present,44 an O-addition chemistry competes
with H additions and O3 could be formed. The presence of ozone in the interstellar ices would
confirm that the O3+H pathway is the most important route leading to water in some interstellar
environments. Not only ozone is important because it represents an efficient way to produce water,
but also because it can be a reservoir of oxygen atoms; due to its low binding energy (1.1 eV),
ozone can be easily processed by cosmic-rays and by the mean Galactic UV field,10,45 producing
O atoms that, for example, could react on the surface of dust grains with CO and produce CO2.46,47
Even without energetic events, CO+OH48,49 and CO+O50 reactions are believed to be sources of
CO2. The observed concomitance of CO2 and H2O in the ices43 can be more easily understood
by assuming that this chemistry at the surface of dust grains is driven by the presence or absence
of O3. Ozone can be either an OH provider via its hydrogenation, or an O consumer upon its
own formation (O + O2). Therefore, oxygen diffusion and reactivity on cold surfaces are also key
factors to understanding the CO2 and H2O formation rates.
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